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Analyzing the Linguistic Structure of Question
Texts to Characterize Answerability in Quora
Suman Kalyan Maity , Aman Kharb, and Animesh Mukherjee

Abstract— Quora is one of the most popular community
question & answer (Q&A) sites of recent times. However, with
increasing question posts over time and the posts covering a
wide range of topics (unlike focused Q&A sites like Stack
Overflow), not all of them are getting answered. Measuring
answerability (i.e., whether a question shall get answered or not)
involves collecting expensive human judgment data that can
differentiate the characteristics of an answered question from an
unanswered (aka open) one. Factors to judge if a question would
remain open include its subjectivity, openendedness, vagueness,
ambiguity, and so on. It is difficult to collect such judgments for
thousands of questions, requiring automatic framework to deal
the issue of answerability of questions. In this paper, we quantify:
1) user-level and 2) question-level linguistic activities—that can
nicely correspond to many of the judgment factors noted earlier, can
be easily measured for each question post and that appropriately
discriminates an answered question from an unanswered one. Our
central finding is that the way users use language while writing
the question text can be a very effective means to characterize
answerability. This characterization further helps us to predict
early if a question remaining unanswered for a specific time
period t will eventually be answered or not and achieve an
accuracy of 76.26% (t = 1 month) and 68.33% (t = 3 months).
Notably, features representing the language use patterns of the
users are most discriminative and alone account for an accuracy
of 74.18%. We also compare our method with some of the similar
works [1], [2] achieving a maximum improvement of ∼39% in
terms of accuracy.
Index Terms— Answerability,
social question & answer (Q&A).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The wise man doesn’t give the right answers, he
poses the right questions.
—Claude Levi-Strauss
ROM a group of small users at the time of its inception
in 2009, Quora has evolved in the last few years into
one of the largest community driven Q&A sites with diverse
user communities. A significantly large proportion of visits
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to the site is made by users from U.S. (36.7%)1 followed by
users from India (20.5%), U.K. (5%) as of July, 2018. With
the help of efficient content moderation/review policies and
active in-house review team, efficient Quora bots, this site
has emerged into one of the largest and reliable sources of
question & answer (Q&A) on the Internet. On Quora, users
can post questions, follow questions, share questions, tag them
with relevant topics, follow topics, follow users apart from
answering, commenting, upvoting/downvoting, and so on. The
integrated social structure at the backbone of it and the topical
organization of its rich content have made Quora unique with
respect to other Q&A sites such as Stack Overflow and Yahoo!
Answers, and these are some of the prime reasons behind
its popularity in recent times. Quality question posting and
getting them answered are the key objectives of any Q&A
site. In this paper, we focus on the answerability of questions
on Quora, i.e., whether a posted question shall get eventually
answered.
In order to facilitate the process of increasing answerable
questions, Quora has a topical organization of the list of
unanswered questions, referred to as “open questions.” These
open questions need to be studied separately to understand the
reason behind their not being answered or to be precise, are
there any characteristic differences between “open” questions
and the answered ones. For example, the question “What are
the most promising advances in the treatment of traumatic
brain injuries?” was posted on Quora on June 23, 2011 and
got its first answer after almost 2 years on April 22, 2013.
The reason that this question remained open so long might
be the hardness of answering it and the lack of visibility and
experts in the domain. Therefore, it is important to identify
the open questions and take measures based on the types—
poor quality questions can be removed from Quora and the
good quality questions can be promoted so that they get more
visibility and are eventually routed to topical experts for better
answers.
A. Motivation
Characterization of the questions based on question quality
requires expert human interventions often judging if a question
would remain open based on factors like if it is subjective, controversial, openended, vague/imprecise, ill-formed, off-topic,
ambiguous, uninteresting, and so on. Collecting judgment data
for thousands of question posts are a very expensive process.
Therefore, such an experiment can be done only for a small
1 http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/quora.com
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TABLE I
E XAMPLES OF O PEN Q UESTIONS W ITH R ESPECT TO VARIOUS L INGUISTIC A CTIVITIES

set of questions and it would be practically impossible to scale
it up for the entire collection of posts on the Q&A sites.
In this paper, we show that appropriate quantification of
various linguistic activities at the user and the question level
can naturally correspond to many of the judgment factors
mentioned earlier (see Table I for a collection of examples).
These quantities encoding such linguistic activities can be easily measured for each question post and thus helps us to have
an alternative mechanism to characterize the answerability on
the Q&A sites.
Linguistic activities of the users mean the choice of words,
the structure of sentences one adopts to formulate a question,
writing answers, and so on. Our hypothesis is that these activities are crucial for popularity of questions/answers/topics,
and so on. In our study, we shall focus on these micro-level
language usage patterns and study how they can help us to
characterize answerability of questions. Quora provides such
micro-level language use data in the form of revision history
of questions, user logs containing editing history of the users.
We collect and analyze large-scale linguistic activities on
Quora to characterize the answerability of questions. Although
the case study is on Quora, the methods developed are generic
and can be easily extended to any other community Q&A sites.
B. Research Objectives and Contributions
In this paper, we analyze a massive data spanning over a
period of 4 years consisting of thousands of questions and
answers and make the following contributions.
1) We identify and investigate two major kinds of linguistic activities on Quora: user level [e.g., basic
activities like posting a question/answer/comment as
well as linguistic styles that involves word/char usage,
and part-of-speech (POS) tag usage] and question
level [e.g., content, topic associations, and edits for a
question). Remarkably, many of these activities are
found to have a natural correspondence to the qualities
that human judges would consider while deciding if a
question would remain unanswered (see Table I for a set
of motivating examples).
2) We perform an extensive measurement study to show
that answerability can be indeed characterized based on
the above-mentioned linguistic activities.
3) A central finding is that the language use patterns of
the users is one of the most effective mechanisms to
characterize answerability.

4) Our characterization further helps us to predict whether
a given question remaining unanswered for a specific
time period (1 month and 3 months) will remain
“open” or not. We achieve 76.26% accuracy for 1 month
and 68.33% accuracy for 3 months. Note that a question
is said to remain open if it has got no answer till the
point of investigation of the data. We observe that the
features formulated based on language use patterns of
the users are the most discriminative ones. We, by far
outperform two state-of-the-art techniques [1], [2], and
achieve a maximum accuracy improvement of ∼39%.
We believe that our contribution2 is significant because
such an early characterization of questions based on language usage patterns may enable the Quora moderators to
take necessary steps to reframe the language choice for a
question (through appropriate question promotions and edits)
and, thereby, reduce the volume of open questions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The research works done in Q&A sites can be broadly
classified into three types—user ranking, content quality, and
recommendation as discussed in the following.
A. User Ranking
Adamic et al. [4] analyze the forum categories in Yahoo!
Answers and cluster them according to content characteristics
and user interaction pattern. They combine both user attributes
and answer characteristics to predict, within a given category,
whether a particular answer will be chosen as the best answer
by the asker. Li and King [5] propose a mechanism to route
questions to a set of answerers based on their past answering
performance and users’ availability of answering in a time
range on Yahoo! Answers. Pal et al. [6] show the influence of
experts on communities and their evolution dynamics. There
have been studies [7], [8] which use the interaction network
of users to rank them.
B. Content Quality
Jeon et al. [9] propose a framework for predicting
answer quality using nontextual features on Naver, a Korean
2 This is an extension of our work [3] reporting a much more detailed
analysis emphasizing various editing activities that distinguish open questions
from the closed ones.
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Q&A sites. Agichtein et al. [10] exploit community feedback
to identify high quality content on Yahoo! Answers. Shah
and Pomerantz [11] use textual features to predict answer
quality on Yahoo! Answers. Harper et al. [12] investigate the
predictors of answer quality through a comparative, controlled
field study of user responses. Apart from answer quality, there
have been some works on question quality as well [13]–[15].
Liu et al. [16] study asker’s satisfaction in community-based
question answering (CQA). Li et al. [13] study question quality in Yahoo! Answers and propose a mutual reinforcement
label propagation approach based on question and answer features. Harper et al. [17] proposes a framework for classifying
factual and conversational questions. Shtok et al. [14] reuse
the knowledge of the past resolved questions to answer new
unresolved similar questions. Correa and Sureka [15] analyze
the characteristics and predict “closed” questions on Stack
Overflow. Bhat et al. [18] propose a framework for predicting
the response time (getting the first answer) for a newly
posted question. Another study by Correa and Sureka [19]
analyze and predict deleted or poor quality questions on Stack
Overflow. They found that the properties of deleted questions
are different in both topic and content from others and they
are poor in quality and off-topic in nature.
Asaduzzaman et al. [20] study the problem of how long
questions remain unanswered on Stack Overflow based on
several heuristics derived from the question such as title
length, body, tag similarity, and so on. Dror et al. [1] propose
a prediction model on how many answers a question shall
receive on Yahoo! Answers. They used similar features such
as length of title, body, and sentiment in the post to predict
answerability. Yang et al. [2] analyze and predict unanswered
questions on Yahoo Answers. They used several heuristic
features such as question length, asker’s history, question
subjectivity, and question posting time to predict whether the
question will be answered or not.

C. Recommendation
There are several works on recommendations in community question answering platforms, e.g., question recommendation, answerer recommendation, and tag recommendation.
Wu et al. [21] propose an incremental question recommendation framework based on probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) that considers both users’ short- and long-term
interests as well as user feedback. Guo et al. [22] develop a
generative model based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
combining topic-level information about questions and users
with word-level information. Qu et al. [23] adopt the PLSA
model based on user-word aspect for question recommendation. Dror et al. [24] represent both the user and question as
vectors consisting of multichannel features and cast question
recommendation as a classification task. Xu et al. [25] propose
a dual role model to capture the dual roles played by an
user (as an asker and an answerer). Pedro and Karatzoglo [26]
propose a supervised probabilistic topic model that extends the
LDA model to account for the authorship of Q&A as well as
for community feedback. Liu et al. [27] propose a group-based

recommendation framework to recommend related Q&A documents for knowledge communities of Q&A websites.
Apart from question recommendation, there are also
some works that deal with answerer recommendation.
Zhou et al. [28] present several approaches with language
models to represent the expertise of users based on their
previous Q&A activities, and then route new questions to
appropriate users. Yan and Zhou [29] use inherent semantic
relations among asker-question-answerer simultaneously and
perform answerer recommendation based on tensor factorization. Kim and Kim [30] propose a bag-of-words-based candidate answer recommendation for questions. Liu et al. [31]
provide experts by investigating the similarities of question
contents, expert profiles, and recommended experts as potential question answerers. Zhang et al. [32] combine keyword
similarities of questions and users, differences in expertise
levels, posting time, and replies to the question to find expert
answerer. Pal et al. [33] proposed a probabilistic model to
identify experts and potential experts according to the question
selection preferences of users. Liu et al. [34] propose a
social context-dependent diverse answerer recommendation
framework utilizing various social information.
Tag recommendation is also an important problem in context of CQA. Stanley and Byrne [35] propose a Bayesian
probabilistic framework for tag prediction. Nie et al. [36]
leverage similar questions to suggest tags for new questions.
Wu et al. [37] not only exploit question similarity but also
leverage tag similarity and tag importance using supervised
random walk framework.
1) Our Proposal: Our work is different from most of the
above-mentioned works in various ways. While answerability
and its prediction schemes have already been studied for
certain CQAs [1], [2], linguistic styles and editing patterns
of users have remained hitherto unexplored. We performed an
extensive study on how linguistic activities of users such as
choice of words, structure of question, and editing behavior
on a CQA platform help in characterizing answerability of a
question. These novel features prove to be most effective in
obtaining better accuracy compared to existing frameworks.
III. DATA SET D ESCRIPTION
We obtained our Quora data set [38] through web-based
crawls between June 2014 and August 2014. This crawling exercise has resulted in the accumulation of a massive
Q&A data sets spanning over a period of over 4 years
starting from January 2010 to May 2014. We followed
crawler etiquettes defined in Quora’s robots.txt. We used FireWatir, an open-source Ruby library, to control a PhantomJS
(Headless Webkit) browser object simulating clicks and scrolls
to load the full page. We initiated crawling with 100 questions
randomly selected from different topics so that different genre
of questions can be covered as stated in [39]. The crawling of
the questions follow a breadth first search pattern through the
related question links. We obtained 822 040 unique questions
across 80 253 different topics with a total of 1 833 125 answers
to these questions. For each question, we separately crawl their
revision logs that contain different types of edit information
for the question and the activity log of the question asker.
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TABLE II
E XAMPLE O PEN Q UESTIONS

Fig. 1.
(a) Distribution of time duration of open questions (in days).
(b) Percentages of open questions with respect to followers of the topics.
TABLE IV
TABLE III
P ROPORTION OF O PEN Q UESTIONS P OSTED IN VARIOUS Y EARS

T OP T OPICS A CCORDING TO F RACTION OF O PEN Q UESTIONS (T OTAL
N UMBER OF Q UESTIONS IN THE T OPICS S HOULD B E AT L EAST 10)

IV. A NSWERABILITY OF Q UESTIONS
The quality of the question text can play a key role in
its answerability it has been also outlined in many previous
works. In this section, we show through human judgment
experiments that there are indeed differences in question quality between answered and unanswered questions [13]–[15].
To motivate this experiment, in Table II, we note some
examples of questions that got posted in 2010 and are still
open. Among these long-term open questions, some require
domain experts for an answer, some are vague while some
are very hard to answer. In the rest of this section, we shall
first present some basic properties of open questions followed
by a detailed description of the experiments based on human
assessment.
A. How Long Does a Question Remain “Open?”
In this section, we investigate the time duration for which
a question remains open. In Table III, we show the proportion
of open questions posted in various years. We observe that
a significant proportion of questions got posted long back
in 2010 and 2011.
To understand better the longevity of open questions,
we obtain the time interval between the time of posting of
the question and the time of crawl of the question from the
set of open questions. We then plot the distribution of this time
interval in Fig. 1(a). The figure shows a power-law behavior
with a heavy tail. In addition to a heavy tail, there are several
peaks around 1500 days. Therefore, though most of the open
questions stay “open” few days, there are quite a significant
number of questions remaining open long enough requiring
special treatment (e.g., disposal or promoting to a domain
expert).
B. Open Questions and Their Topics
In this section, we note the topics associated with the open
questions. In Fig. 1(b), we show how the percentages of open

questions is related to the follower count of the different
question topics. We observe that highly followed topics have
less percentages of open questions whereas the least followed
topics have higher percentages of open questions. In Table IV,
we show some example topics associated with higher fraction
of open questions. We observe that a significant proportion of
these topics technology related including some Quora-specific
topics. This observation indicates that Quora (as opposed to
forums like Stack Overflow) is not a suitable platform for
asking technology related questions. Furthermore, if we rank
the topics based on decreasing fraction of open questions then
we observe through manual judgment that among the top 20,
50, and 100 topics 45%, 40%, and 48%, respectively, are
technology related.
1) Human Assessment of the Questions: In this section,
we perform an expensive (and therefore small scale) human
assessment experiment to understand if it is actually possible to identify characteristic differences between the question quality of open and answered questions. Note that this
experiment is only to establish the proof-of-concept that the
question quality is indeed and indicator of the extent of
answerability. To this purpose, we conduct an online survey3
among 25 agreed participants (students, researchers, professors, and technical persons) regularly using Quora with ages
ranging between 22 and 34 years. We choose 100 questions;
50 questions each randomly selected from the set of open and
answered questions. Each participant is given a set of 12 Quora
questions. They are asked to assess the Quora questions on
3 http://tinyurl.com/hjwuexn
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all the questions in our data set is not only highly expensive but
also practically unfeasible. Therefore, in the rest of this paper,
in order to characterize answerability, we shall use various
linguistic activities on Quora as a suitable proxy for expensive
question quality assessment.
V. L INGUISTIC ACTIVITIES ON Q UORA

Fig. 2.

Snapshot of the online survey.

In this section, we identify various linguistic activities on
Quora and propose quantifications of the language usage
patterns in this Q&A sites. In particular, we show that there
exist significant differences in the linguistic structure of the
open and the answered questions. Note that most of the
measures that we define are simple, intuitive and can be easily
obtained automatically from the data (without manual intervention). Therefore the framework is practical, inexpensive,
and highly scalable. In particular, we divide linguistic activities
into two broad categories: 1) User-level linguistic activities
and 2) Question-level linguistic activities. User-level activities
mostly correspond to the activities of the question asker while
the question-level activities correspond to the activities of
the users other than the question asker. We then attempt to
understand the link between these activities and answerability
of a question.
A. User-Level Linguistic Activities

Fig. 3.
Human assessment summary. (a) Poor English. (b) Topicality.
(c) Controversiality. (d) Difficulty. (e) Ambiguity/vagueness. (f) Openendedness. (g) Opinionated. (h) Self-serving for open questions versus answered
questions.

eight different points. These features are as follows—whether
the question is written in bad English, number of the topics that
are associated with it, controversiality of the question, hardness/difficulty in answering the question, ambiguity/vagueness
of the question, openendedness of the question, how opinionated the question is, and how self-serving the question is.
In Fig. 3, we present a summary of the results. Each
figure represents the distribution of responses for each of the
above-mentioned feature types. Fig. 3(a) shows the extent to
which a question is in written in poor English. We observe that
this feature cannot discriminate the open questions from the
answered questions. In Fig. 3(b), we show the topicality of the
questions. We observe that few/no topics are associated with
open questions more than the answered ones. From Fig. 3(c),
we observe that open questions are more controversial than
the answered ones. They are also more difficult to answer
than answered questions since they require domain expertise
[see Fig. 3(d)]. It is quite evident from Fig. 3(f) that the open
questions are more openended in nature than the answered
questions. Also they require more opinionated view points
than the answered questions [see Fig. 3(g)]. Finally, answered
questions see to be more self-serving than open questions [see
Fig. 3(h)]. Therefore, indeed, there are certain characteristic
differences existing between the quality of open and answered
questions. However, scaling up this characterization study for

User-level linguistic activities refer to various user activities
on Quora. These include linguistic style adoption/portrayal
while posting/answering questions, editing various aspects of
a question, and so on. We quantify the extent of these activities
and study the differences they possess for the askers of various
questions. In specific, we consider all questions in our data set
and analyze the activities of users who posted a question that
is open and compare it to users who posted a question that
has been answered.
1) Linguistic Styles of the Asker: Content of a question text
is important to attract people and make them engage more
toward it. The linguistic structure (i.e., the usage of POS
tags, the use of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, and character
usage) one adopts are the key factors for answerability of
questions. In this section, we shall discuss the linguistic
structure that often represents the writing style of a question
asker.
In Fig. 4(a), we observe that askers of open questions
generally use more number of words compared to answered
questions. To understand the nature of words (standard English
words or chatlike words frequently used in social media)
used in the text, we compare the words with GNU Aspell
dictionary4 to see whether they are present in the dictionary or not. We observe that both open questions and answered
questions follow similar distribution [see Fig. 4(b)]. POS tags
are indicators of grammatical aspects of texts. To observe how
the POS tags are distributed in the question texts, we define
a diversity metric. We use the standard Carnegie Mellon
University POS tagger [40] for identifying the POS tags of
the constituent words in the question. We define the POS tag
4 http://aspell.net/
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TABLE V
LIWC A NALYSIS FOR O PEN AND A NSWERED Q UESTIONS . ***,**,*
M EANS P -VALUE OF S IGNIFICANCE AS <0.01, <0.05,
<0.1, R ESPECTIVELY

Fig. 4. Comparison of distribution of (a) number of words in the question,
(b) fraction of in-vocabulary words, (c) POSDiv, and (d) ROUGE-LCS recall
for open questions versus answered question.

diversity (POSDiv) of a question qi as follows:

POSDiv(qi ) = −
p j × log( p j )
j ∈posset

where p j is the probability of the j th POS in the set of POS
tags. Fig. 4(c) shows that the answered questions have lower
POSDiv compared to open questions. Question texts undergo
several edits so that their readability and the engagement
toward them are enhanced. It is interesting to identify how
far such edits can make the question different from the
original version of it. To capture this phenomena, we have
adopted ROUGE-load current substation (LCS) recall [41]
from the domain of text summarization. Higher the recall
value, lesser are the changes in the question text. From
Fig. 4(d), we observe that open questions tend to have higher
recall compared to the answered ones which suggests that they
have not gone through much of text editing thus allowing for
almost no scope of readability enhancement.
a) Psycholinguistic analysis: The way an individual
talks or writes, give us clue to his/her linguistic, emotional,
and cognitive states. A question asker’s linguistic, emotional,
cognitive states are also revealed through the language he/she
use in the question text. In order to capture such psycholinguistic aspects of the asker, we use a text analysis application
called linguistic inquiry and word count (LIWC) [42] that
analyzes various emotional, cognitive, and structural components present in individuals’ written texts. LIWC takes a text
document as input and outputs a score for the input for each of
the LIWC categories such as linguistic (POSs of the words and
function words) and psychological categories (social, anger,
positive emotion, negative emotion, and sadness) based on the
writing style and psychometric properties of the document.
In Table V, we perform a comparative analysis of the asker’s
psycholinguistic state while asking an open question and an
answered question.
Askers of open questions use more function words, impersonal pronouns, articles on an average whereas asker of
answered questions use more personal pronouns, conjunctions
and adverbs to describe their questions. Essentially, open
questions lack content words compared to answered questions

which, in turn, affect the readability of the question. As far
as the psychological aspects are concerned, answered question
askers tend to use more social, family, human related words
on average compared to an open question asker. The open
question askers express more positive emotions whereas the
answered question asker tend to express more negative emotions in their texts. Also, answered question askers are more
emotionally involved and their questions reveal higher usage
of anger, sadness, and anxiety related words compared to that
of open questions. Open questions, on the other hand, contains
more sexual, body, and health related words which might be
reasons why they do not attract answers.
2) Other Editing Activities: In Quora, each user has their
logs that specify what kind of editing activities in terms
of adding an answer, removing inappropriate answer, adding
comments/topic, and editing question text is being performed
by the user. We perform a comparative study of these editlevel activities among the users who posted a question that is
open and the users who posted a question that got answered.
In Fig. 5, we show distributions of various such activities.
The figures show that there exist prominent differences among
users asking open questions and users asking questions that get
answered.
Fig. 5(a) shows the distribution of number of answers posted
by these users. Askers of open questions usually post lesser
number of answers. Since they post low number of answers,
their answer removal rate is also low compared to askers
of answered questions [see Fig. 5(b)]. However, the askers
of open questions usually post larger number of comments
compared to the askers of answered questions [see Fig. 5(c)].
In terms of number of question text edits made on the Q&A
sites [see Fig. 5(d)], open question askers are found to perform
less text edits compared to the answered question askers on
average as well as in different ranges. Editing topics to make
the question posts more appropriately topically organized is
important for receiving answers. We observe that the open
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Fig. 5. Distribution of user-level basic editing activities in logarithmic bins
for users based on their questions’ answerability.
TABLE VI
P ROPORTION OF E DITS FOR A NSWERED
Q UESTIONS AND O PEN Q UESTIONS

question askers tend to do less number of topic addition edit
where there are significant difference in the high zone of
distribution [see Fig. 5(e)]. Also, the askers of the answered
questions do much more topic removals compared to the askers
of open questions [see Fig. 5(f)] on average as well as in
different ranges.
B. Question-Level Linguistic Activities
In this section, we shall discuss various activities particular
to a question on Quora. We measure activities to a question
in terms of the pattern of edits the question underwent.
Once a question gets posted on Quora, users can edit its
contents, delete topics, add topics, and promote it. There are
dedicated Quora moderation and Quora review teams that
approve/moderate and also perform such kind of activities
themselves. In Quora revision/edit logs for a question, all
such edit activities from various users get recorded. These edit
logs save various kind of edits. The most relevant edits for
our purposes are the following—context topic edits, question
details edits, question text edits, topic added edits, and topic
removed edits.
In Table VI, we show the proportion of various kinds of
these edits for open questions versus answered questions.
We observe that there is a clear distinction in the distribution
of various kinds of edits for open questions compared to the
answered questions. Though the proportion of topic added
edits and topic removed edits are comparable, the proportion
of context topic edits for answered questions is ∼1.5 times the
proportion of context topic edits in open questions. We next
discuss each of these edits in further details.
1) Context Topic Edits: Context topic of a question is the
primary topic associated with the question which is needed

Fig. 6. Distribution of context topic edits by (a) Quora team and (c) other
users. The fractions on the y-axis are normalized values over all questions in
the respective category. Temporal profile of context topic edits by (b) Quora
team and (d) other users.

to remove ambiguities. For example, the question “why was
Michael Vick picked for the Pro Bowl?” would be ambiguous
due to lack of information regarding the event. Therefore,
with context topic “National Football League (NFL) Season
2012–13” the revised question would be “NFL Season
2012–13: Why was Michael Vick picked for the Pro Bowl?.”5
In Fig. 6(a) and (c), we show the distribution of the context
topic edits made by the Quora team as well as the other users.
We find that context topic edits by Quora team are more for
open questions compared to answered questions; in contrast,
context topic edits by other (general) Quora users are less
for open questions. We also show the temporal context topic
edit profiles by Quora team and by other users [see Fig. 6(b)
and (d)]. Though there exist differences in the profiles, it does
not strongly discriminate the open and the answered questions.
2) Topic Added and Removed Edits: Topics play a vital
role in organizing content in Quora. A question appropriately
distinguished by topics has higher chances of getting answers
than a question that is off topic. From the Quora revision
logs for questions, we find out phrases that match “Topic
added to question by.” We then count the numbers of such
cases that are performed by users other than the askers.
In Fig. 7(a) and (c), we show the distribution of the topic
added edits made by the Quora team and by the other users.
We observe that the number of topic added edits by Quora
team is significantly higher in case of open questions compared
to that of answered questions. For topic added edits made by
the other users, the trend is almost reverse. Like “topic added
to question by,” there are “topic removed from question by”
phrases in the revision log of a question which we term as
topic removed edits. In Fig. 7(e), we show the distribution of
topic removed edits which clearly portrays that the number
of topic removal activities performed by the Quora team are
far more in answered questions compared to open questions.
Also, for other users the topic removal activities are more
for answered questions compared to that of open questions
[see Fig. 7(g)].
a) Temporal profiles: We also show the temporal profile
of the topic added edits by Quora team and by other users
5 http://tinyurl.com/mzy23lb
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Fig. 7. Distribution of topic added edits by (a) Quora team and (c) other users.
Distribution of topic removed edits by (e) Quora team and (f) other users.
All the fractions on the y-axis are normalized over all questions in their respective categories. Temporal profile of topic added edits by (b) Quora team and
(d) other users. Temporal profile of topic removed edits by (f) Quora team
and (h) other users.

[see Fig. 7(b) and (d)]. Topic additions are mostly done
at the early stage and are prevalent throughout time. There
are very few topic removals by Quora team on open questions compared to the steady profile for answered questions
[see Fig. 7(f)]. In contrast, the temporal profile for topic
removal by other users for open as well as answered questions
are quite similar [see Fig. 7 (h)].
3) Question Details and Text Edits: In addition to topics,
questions’ details and texts are also editable in Quora. The
distribution of question detail edits by Quora team shows these
activities for open questions are more compared to answered
questions [see Fig. 8(a)]. In contrast, the question details
edits made by ordinary users are more for answered questions
compared to the open questions [see Fig. 8(c)]. The edits in
question texts include typos, grammatical errors, and so on.
In Fig. 8(e), we observe that the question text edits performed
by the Quora team is higher for open questions. On the other
hand, question text edits made by other users are significantly
higher in case of answered questions compared to that of open
questions [Fig. 8(g)].
a) Temporal profiles: The temporal profiles of question
details edits by Quora team for open and answered questions
are markedly different with most of the edit activities for open
questions happening early in time; those for the answered
questions happens throughout the lifespan of the question
[see Fig. 8(b)]. The temporal profile for question details edit
by other users show similar trend for both answered and open
questions [see Fig. 8(d)]. Fig. 8(f) and (h) show the temporal
variation of question text edits over time by Quora team and
by other users, respectively.
b) General users versus Quora team: In summary,
we present various activity features both at the user level and at
the question level. We observe that there exist clear differences
in the activity levels when studied in terms of answerability of
questions focusing on open questions and answered questions.
A critical observation is that while question text and details
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Fig. 8. Distribution of question details edits by (a) Quora team and (c) other
users. Distribution of question text edits by (e) Quora team and (f) other
users. All the fractions on the y-axis are normalized over all questions in
their respective categories. Temporal profile of question details edits by (b)
Quora team and (d) other users. Temporal profile of question text edits by (f)
Quora team and (h) other users.

Fig. 9. Comparison of distribution of (a) number of characters in question
texts, (b) number of words in the question, (c) POSDiv, and (d) fraction of
INV words for questions that are mostly edited by the general Quora users
and questions that are mostly edited by the Quora team.

edits for open questions are mostly done by the Quora team,
answered question texts are primarily edited by general users.
To investigate if there exist some content-level differences
between questions edited by the Quora team and those by
the general users, we further perform a comparative study of
the language usage patterns. Character usage—in Fig. 9(a),
we show the distribution of the number of characters in
question texts. We observe that questions edited by the Quora
team have higher fraction of lengthy questions compared to
questions edited by general users while questions that are
edited by general users are mostly shorter in length. Word
usage—Fig. 9(b) reveals that general user edited questions
have less number of words compared to questions edited by
Quora team while there are higher fractions of Quora team
edited questions with larger number of words. POS patterns—
to observe how the POS tags are distributed in the question
texts, we use the POSDiv metric defined earlier. Fig. 9(c)
shows that the questions edited by Quora team have higher
POSDiv compared to questions edited by general users. Type
of words—to find out the nature of words used in the text,
we compare the words with GNU Aspell dictionary4. We then
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TABLE VII
L IST OF F EATURES U SED IN THE P REDICTION F RAMEWORK

find out the fraction of in-vocabulary (INV) words. Fig. 9(d)
shows that questions edited by Quora team have in general a
lower fraction of INV words. Therefore, we observe significant
differences existing between these two categories in terms of
language structure.
4) Summary of Results: In Table I, we show a collection
of examples of open questions to illustrate that many of the
above-mentioned quantities based on the linguistic activities
described in this section naturally correspond to the factors that
human judges consider responsible for a question remaining
unanswered. This is one of the prime reasons why these
quantities qualify as appropriate indicators of answerability.
In summary, we observe that there are sharp differences in the
language usage patterns between the open and the answered
questions. This is one of the key findings of this paper, and we
therefore utilize this observation in Section VI to early predict
if a question would remain open.
VI. P REDICTION F EATURES
In this section, we describe the prediction framework in
detail. Our goal is to predict whether a given question after
a time period t will be answered or not. For the task of
prediction, we learn two major types of features (a list of all
features are presented in Table VII) inspired by the detailed
analysis in Section V as follows.
1) User-Level Linguistic Features: these set of features
include user-level (question asker) activities toward a
question.
2) Question-Level Linguistic Features: these features are
related to various level of activities (mostly editing) tied
to a question.
A. User-Level Linguistic Activities of the Question Asker
As observed in Section V, there exist differences among the
askers of open questions and answered questions. Therefore,
we have used those activities as various features for the
prediction model.
1) User-Level Linguistic Styles: The content and way of
posing a question is important to attract answers. We have
observed in the previous section that these linguistic as well

as psycholinguistic aspects of the question asker are discriminatory factors between answered questions and open questions.
For the prediction, we use the following features.
1) Character length of a question, number of words in a
question, fraction of nonfrequent words in a question,
and number of function words in a question.
2) INV and OOV words in question text—For each question text, we check whether a word appearing in the
question text, is an INV word or OOV word by comparing with GNU Aspell dictionary. We then consider the
fraction of INV words as a feature of our model.
3) Presence of n-grams of the question content in English
texts—We search for 2, 3, 4 grams of the words from
the question text in the corpus of 1 million contemporary American English words.6 We use the presence
of bigrams, trigrams, 4 gm each as features for the
prediction model.
4) POSDiv of the words in the question. We also use the
difference in POSDiv between the initial question text
and the question text after time period t (observation
period) as a feature to the model.
5) Distribution of LDA topics obtained from question
texts—For topic discovery from the question corpus,
we adopt LDA [43] model, a renowned generative
probabilistic model for discovery of latent topics in a
document. For a question qi , we consider all the words
in that question as a document for the LDA model.
We set the number of topics as K = 10, 20, 30 and
find out p(topick |Di ) for a document Di containing all
the words of the i th question. Each of these p(topick |Di )
for k = 1 . . . K act as a feature of the model.
6) LDA topical diversity—We also compute LDA topical diversity (TopicDiv) of a question (qi ) from the
document–topic distributions obtained above as follows
and use this metric as a feature
TopicDiv(qi ) = −

K


p(topick |Di ) × log p(topick |Di ).

k=1
6 http://www.ngrams.info/samples_coca1.asp
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7) Psycholinguistic aspects of question texts—We consider
the LIWC scores from the different categories as features
for the model.
8) ROUGE-LCS recall of the question text at the end of
the observation period of the prediction with reference
to the original question text posted by the asker.
2) User-Level Editing Activities:
1) Total number of: 1) answers added by the question asker;
2) answers removed by the question asker; 3) question
text edits made by the asker; 4) question details edits
made by the asker; 5) comments made by the asker;
6) topic added edits made by the asker; and 7) topic
removed edits made by the asker.

B. Question-Level Linguistic Features
We have considered several question-level linguistic features
which we have noted as follows.
1) Question Edits:
a) Number of context topic edits of the question.
b) Number of question text edits of the question.
c) Number of question detail edits of the question.
d) Number of times new topics have been added to
the question.
e) Number of times existing topics have been
removed from the question.
f) Number of times topics added by users other than
the asker.
g) Number of topic edits done by the Quora review
team.
h) Number of other kinds of edits done by the Quora
review team.
i) Average time interval between edits as a feature.
2) Question Promotions: A question can be promoted to
various users for increased visibility. We use the number
of question promotions as well as the number of people
to which it has been promoted as features for our model.
3) Features Based on Topic Hierarchy: Question topics
play an important role in organizing the question and
better the organization a question has, better is its
chance of exposure to the experts. In Quora, topics are
hierarchically organized via parent-child relationship in
the form of forests with a core tree. We have separately
crawled the topic hierarchy of almost all the topics
available in Quora. We devise various features related
to this topical organization in Quora as follows.
a) Number of topics associated with a question.
b) Average depth, maximum depth, and variance of
depth of the question topics in the topic hierarchy.
c) Maximum number of question topics belonging to
the same level in the topic hierarchy tree.
d) Number of connected components of the topic
hierarchy graph the question topics belong to.
e) Difference in question topics at the time of question post and the topics associated with the question after time period t (observation period).
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VII. P REDICTION M ODEL
In this section, we shall discuss the prediction model.
We perform our predictions at two time points—t = 1 month
after a question is posted and t = 3 months after a question
is posted. In other words, for the first (second) case any
question that remains open at the end of 1 month (3 months)
is labeled as “open” in the ground-truth data, else it is labeled
“answered.” Furthermore, in the first (second) case, all the
features described in the previous section are calculated only
using the 1 month (3 months) observation data. Restricting
the computation of the features to the observation period only
ensures that there is strictly no scope for data leakage.
In the prediction task, we remove all the questions posted
by the anonymous users and only consider those questions
which are posted by the nonanonymous users. This operation
significantly reduces the size of the data set. For the first
case, at the end of the 1 month observation period the total
number of questions that got answered (after remaining open
for 1 month) are ∼4000. We consider a matching set of another
4000 questions that remained open at the end of the 1 month
thus making a balanced set of 8000 questions for prediction.
Similarly, in the second case, the total number of questions that
got answered (after remaining open for 3 months) are ∼2000.
We consider a matching set of another 2000 questions that
remained open at the end of the 3 months, thus making a
balanced set of 4000 questions for prediction.
A. Choice of Classifiers
We have used several classifiers—support vector
machine (SVM), logistic regression (LR), and random
forest (RF) classifier available in Weka Toolkit [44].
We choose the three classifiers for their diversity since they
are known to be able to solve a vast range of different types
of classification problems. Each of these classifiers represent
different schools of thoughts and have their own set of
strengths and advantages.7 LR, for instance, is a well-behaved
classification algorithm that can be trained as long as one
expects the features to be roughly linear and the problem
to be linearly separable. It is also pretty robust to noise
and one can avoid overfitting and even do feature selection
by using L2 or L1 regularization. SVMs use a different
loss functions (Hinge) from LR. They are also interpreted
differently (maximum margin). However, in practice, an SVM
with a linear kernel is not very different from a LR. Another
advantage of using SVM is if the problem is found to be not
linearly separable. In that scenario, one can use an SVM with
a nonlinear kernel (e.g., radial basis function). Also, SVMs are
suitable for high-dimensional feature space. SVMs have been
reported to work better for text classification. Since, we have
a large number of features (∼150) and various text-based
features, we have used SVM. The advantage of RF algorithm
is that it does not expect linear features or even features that
interact linearly. The other main advantage is that because of
how they are constructed (using bagging or boosting) these
7 https://bit.ly/2LkuSf0
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TABLE VIII

TABLE IX

P ERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS M ETHODS FOR D IFFERENT T OPIC
S ELECTIONS FOR LDA F EATURE W ITH N UMBER OF T OPICS
(K = 10, 20, 30) U SING SVM C LASSIFIER

T OP 20 P REDICTIVE F EATURES AND T HEIR D ISCRIMINATIVE P OWER
FOR K = 20 AND O BSERVATION T IME P ERIOD t = 1 M ONTH

algorithms handle very well high-dimensional spaces as well
as large number of training examples.
VIII. R ESULTS
In this section, we discuss the results obtained. We perform
a tenfold cross validation with SVM classifier and achieve
76.26% accuracy with high average precision and recall rates
for t = 1 month and 68.33% for t = 3 months (see
Table VIII for details). LR and RF classifiers yield very
similar classification performance (at t = 1 month, accuracy
of 75.11% and 74.42% for LR and RF, respectively) although
SVM performs best among them. We consider linear kernel
and the cost parameter (C) as 1. SVM results in a slightly
better performance due to its inherent ability to deal with
large number of features, many of which are textual, as is the
case for our work. Consequently, we report the performance
of the SVM classifier in detail. We observe that the number
of topics (K ) of LDA does not have a significant effect on
the classification results. For K = 20, we achieve the best
accuracy, average precision, recall, and the area under the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Note that as
time progresses, it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish between an open question and a question that will get
answered. However, thanks to the rich set of features, even
with 3 months observation period, we are able to obtain a
decent prediction accuracy.
There are a very few early works [1], [2] regarding answerability of the questions. We adopt these works in the context of
Quora as baseline methods and compare our methodology with
them. Our method outperforms the above-mentioned baselines significantly. We achieve 32.8% ((76.26 − 57.4/57.4) ×
100%) improvement in terms of accuracy over Yang et al.’s
method [2] and 38.65% ((76.26 − 55/55) × 100%) improvement over Dror et al.’s method [1] for t = 1 month. Note
that our method achieves similar improvement over other
metrics such as precision, ROC area (see Table VIII for further
details). Also our method performs best for prediction on
shorter time periods than the baselines. The reason for this
improved accuracy lies in the selection of the features.
A. Reason for Superior Performance
As we shall see later in this section that the linguistic
features—specifically, the LIWC features are the most prominent feature types and have significant discriminatory power;

the previous models fail to take into account this important
family of features.
1) Feature Importance: To understand the importance of the
features, we perform ablation experiments through removal
of various feature groups to understand how each of these
feature groups affect the classification and whether any feature
group is masked by a stronger signal produced by the other
feature group. We observe that user-level linguistic features
are the most discriminative ones achieving an accuracy of
74.18% whereas question-level linguistic features contributes
to 59.07% accuracy for K = 20 and time period of observation t = 1 month. As we shall see in the following, this can
be attributed to the features based on the linguistic activity of
the users that have the highest discriminative power.
B. Discriminative Features
In order to determine the discriminative power of each feature, we compute the chi-square (χ 2 ) value and the information
gain. Table IX shows the order of all features based on the
χ 2 value, where larger the value, higher is the discriminative
power. The ranks of the features are very similar when ranked
by information gain (Kullback–Leibler divergence). The most
prominent ones among the user-level linguistic activities are
the LIWC features. Among question-level features, the most
discriminative features are the topic hierarchy features and
topical edit features.
IX. D ISCUSSION
There has been tremendous progress of web search over
the past two decades. In spite of this success, many users’
requirement still remains unanswered. Query assistance in
form of query completion, related or similar queries, cannot
always deal with satisfying complex, heterogeneous needs.
There exists subjectivity in many query responses. Apart
from subjectivity, there are questions, whose answers keep
on changing based on the current context, and hence demand
fresh and new outlook at it. CQA sites, such as Quora, Yahoo!
Answers, Stack Overflow, have been serving the purpose
to answer these different needs, e.g., opinionated, seeking
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recommendations, openendedness. Questions can be framed
in different styles, yet every asker expects to receive the
correct and precise answers. However, not all questions get
answers. In this paper, we tried to quantify various linguistic
styles of askers, their editing activities to understand the
answerability of question and have shown that indeed these
linguistic features act as important discriminators separating
the answered from the open questions.
A. Importance of This Paper
This paper is important in various ways because it
unfolds the linguistic aspect of answerability and its importance in receiving answers. Unlike the previous studies by
Dror et al. [1] and Yang et al. [2] which considers various
heuristic features relating to mostly content of the question,
we have looked beyond the content, emphasizing on the asker’s
writing styles, and editing activities as indicators of answerability. If an asker in acute need of answer, do not receive
any answers, due to ill-framing or poor asking styles, it might
create negative impact on the asker’s mind and the asker might
eventually leave the platform. This paper has potential to early
detect such questions and recommend corrections which might
lead to answers from the community. Our system can also help
promoting these lowly visible questions to the more informed
answerers, experts so that they receive adequate number of
responses, thereby, improving the answer rate.
B. Generalizability
Though the entire study has been performed on a Quora
data set, it can be easily adopted to other CQA sites such as
Yahoo! Answers, Stack Overflow as well. The linguistic styles
of the askers, the psycholinguistic aspect of the questions is
available for other websites such as Yahoo! Answers, Stack
Overflow, and so on. Topic, which is a unique entity to Quora,
is similar to tag in other CQA platforms. Like Quora, Stack
Overflow also contains editing histories of the questions. Thus,
a summary of similar features based on linguistic styles of
users can be easily engineered for all these other platforms to
reap a similar benefit.
X. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate various linguistic activities and
observe how such activities affect answerability of questions in
Quora by analyzing a large data set spanning over a period of 4
years. One of the primary lessons is that the language usage
patterns correspond to quality factors that human judges would
consider to decide if a question would remain unanswered.
Based on these linguistic activities, we can efficiently discriminate the open and the answered questions. The characterization
helps us to design a prediction model that can automatically
identify whether a question remaining “open” for a specific
time period t, will be answered or not. Our proposed prediction framework achieves an accuracy of 76.26% and 68.33%
with high precision and recall for observation time period
of 1 month and 3 months, respectively, outperforming the
baseline methods convincingly. We observe that the user-level
linguistic features are most discriminative compared to others.
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One immediate future direction could be to automatically
generate answers for the open questions by analyzing various
other social media such as Twitter, Reddit, and so on. This
cross-platform knowledge accumulation is an interesting future
work.
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